COFFEE AND CHOCOLATE
Verlängerter (black coffee diluted with water)

€

5,00

Espresso

€

5,00

Double Espresso

€

7,50

Cappuccino

€

6,50

Melange

€

6,50

Latte Macchiato

€

7,00

Pot of coffee

€

7,00

Big cup of „KRISTIANIA” hot chocolate

€

11,00

COFFEE & TEA

PLAIN TEAS
J.E. Oolong Milky
Oolong tea from the Wuyi Mountains in the province of
Fujian in China, rolled leaves fermented to 18%

LA GOURMANDISE

Parisian Breakfast
Blend of Yunnan black teas from China and Darjeeling
from India of whole leaf

L‘IMPERTINENCE

Lapsang Souchong
Black tea of whole, twisted leaves and smoked
with spruce wood from China

L‘AUDACE

Pu-Erh – Terre de Chine
Pu-Erh black tea of whole, twisted leaves

LE NARCISSISME

Darjeeling G.F.O.P.
Black tea from India

L‘EXUBERANCE

Ceylan O.P.
Black tea from Ceylan (Sri Lanka)

LA CERTITUDE

Great Hunan Green Tea
Chung Mee green tea of whole, twisted leaves
from the province Hunan in China

LA JALOUSIE

Kenya Kangaita
G.B.O.P. black tea from Kenya

LE TOUPET

Korean – Daehsan Nokcha
Green tea from Korea

L‘IMPRUDENCE

1 Portion

11,00

FLAVOURED BLACK TEAS
Earl Grey Royal 		
F.O.P. orthodox black tea of whole leaf from China
aromatised with bergamot and cornflower blossoms

LA CERTITUDE

Je suis désolé(e) 		
F.O.P. black tea of whole leaf from China
aromatised with dragon fruit and goji berries

L‘IMPRUDENCE

Guillaume Leleu

FLAVOURED BLACK TEAS
Fleurs de Jasmin 		
Green tea of whole leaf from China
aromatised with jasmine

LA CERTITUDE

Traditionnel Nanah Marocco 		
Gunpowder green tea of whole, rolled leaves from China
with nana-mint from Morocco

LA JALOUSIE

Guillaume Leleu, a writer, is fascinated by this beverage that he discovers through the
writing. Over time, tea takes a more and more important role in his life; he is interested
in its history, its culture, perfects the art of tasting and gets tea master. An in his eyes
unacceptable observation pushes him to establish his own tea-house: „he detects that
the flavoured teas, that are available on the market, do not meet the requirements,
since they are often made of low quality tea and artificial flavourings“. In order to
change this negative image of flavoured teas, he decides in 2002 to open his first shop
in Paris, in the 16th arrondissement.

HERBAL TEAS

A suitable name is quickly found, namely: Maison Theodor, in memory of the house
Tête-à-tête 		
Herbal tea aromatised with dominant notes
of apple, fennel and blackberry
Honeybush
Honeybush from South Africa
Camomille
Digestive herbal tea from camomile

L‘UTOPIE

with the same name that was located at exactly the same place in the 19th century.

A company of excellence
The selection process is entirely supervised by Guillaume Leleu, tea taster and ultimate
guarantor for the quality. The company is directly supplied by the best gardens of the
world, with a multitude of exclusive contracts and therefore without detours via

Verveine
Invigorating herbal tea from verbena
Jour J.
Pai Mu Tan, with aromas of strawberry, pineapple,
papayas, jasmin blossoms and sunflower blossoms

negotiations or the cooperative. This is also based on the current harvest season,
which is a sign for the quality and freshness.

THEODOR Characteristics
LA GOURMANDISE

L’UTOPIE

Sweet delight - Sweet and fruity

Escape and discovery - Spicy and exotic

The teas of the sweet „DELIGHT“ offer fruity and sweet notes that

The teas of the “UTOP IA” are based on spicy, exotic and clear notes that stay

will please the palate that is seeking for a simple, accessible and real delight.

accessible. They will be appreciated by structured palates that are seeking for journey
and escape.

L’IMPERTINENCE
Strong flavours - Pure and full-bodied

LA CERTITUDE

The teas of the „INSOLENCE“ are based on cleat and dominant notes, characterised

Classic and elegance - Refined and balanced

by a certain strength. They will fill the palate that is looking for pure and full flavor with

The teas of the „CERTAINTY“ offer warm and encouraging notes that manifest

enthusiasm.

themselves as much subtlety and balance. They will be appreciated for their true
classic, characterised by certain elegance.

L’AUDACE
Creative flavours - Extensive and structured

LA JALOUSIE

The teas of the „BOLDNESS“ reflect a creative work that manifests itself as extensive

Shared delight - Light and fruity

and structured notes, for demanding and refined palates, that are seeking for a certain

The teas of the „JEALOUSY“ are based on fruity and sweet notes that stay nevertheless

elaborateness.

light and accessible. They will be appreciated for their pleasant side and their universal
character in shared moments.

LE NARCISSISME
Hedonistic delight - Intensive and clear

LE TOUPET

The teas of the „NARCISSIM“ manifest themselves in very special notes with intensity

Experience – Strong and Full of character

and precision. They will fill the palate that is seeking for a hedonistic and experienced

The teas of the „IMPUDENCE“ offer strong, clear notes with a lot of character. They

delight, with enthusiasm.

will fill confident and determined palates that are seeking for experience and
discovery, with enthusiasm.

L’EXUBERANCE
Elegant and precious tastes - Flowers and liqueurs

L’IMPRUDENCE

The teas of the „EFUSIVENESS“ offer notes of flowers and liqueur, in a very elegant

Avant-garde delight - Exotic and sensual

and precious frame. They will fill all lovers of delicate flavours that are seeking for a

Avant-garde delight - Exotic and sensual

certain exquisiteness, with enthusiasm.

The teas of the „RASHNESS“ surprise by their exotic notes that are in balance between
salty and sour. Palates that are seeking for a versatile, but nevertheless sensual delight,
will appreciate them for their avant-garde side.

